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Hell
Although many ancient religions had MYTHS about an unpleasant AFTERLIFE, the contents of those myths vary
widely across traditions, between different texts, and even within a single author's corpus. Greek and Roman
conceptions of HADES ranged from poetic descriptions to satirical commentaries on the present day. The use of
the term SHEOL in the HEBREW BIBLE often evoked a concept of a universal, shadowy existence after death,
while later depictions of Gehenna became associated with fire, torment and the punishment of specific sins.
Ancient Christians incorporated the language of eternal punishment in their early writings, utilizing terms
from various ancient Mediterranean cultural contexts, particularly in the GosPEL OF MATTHEW and the early
Christian apocalypses.
In each of these cultural contexts, the myth of hell is not simply used to explain cosmology, but is also
utilized to reinforce larger religious, ethical or cultural norms. As a result, while the ideas about hell may
seem to be extremely similar across disparate cultures (often sharing language and descriptive details, and
even using the same rhetoric), the way in which the language is employed in a given social context often
carries distinctive meaning for the listening audience.
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